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Abstract

Background: The insidious pace of long-term weight gain ($\sim$1 lb/y or 0.45 kg/y) makes it difficult to study in trials; long-term prospective cohorts provide crucial evidence on its key contributors. Most previous studies have evaluated how prevalent lifestyle habits relate to future weight gain rather than to lifestyle changes, which may be more temporally and physiologically relevant.

Objective: Our objective was to evaluate and compare different methodological approaches for investigating diet, physical activity (PA), and long-term weight gain.

Methods: In 3 prospective cohorts (total \(n = 117,992\)), we assessed how lifestyle relates to long-term weight change (up to 24 y of follow-up) in 4-y periods by comparing 3 analytic approaches: \textit{1}) prevalent diet and PA and 4-y weight change (prevalent analysis); \textit{2}) 4-y changes in diet and PA with a 4-y weight change (change analysis); and \textit{3}) 4-y change in diet and PA with weight change in the subsequent 4 y (lagged-change analysis). We compared these approaches and evaluated the consistency across cohorts, magnitudes of associations, and biological plausibility of findings.

Results: Across the 3 methods, consistent, robust, and biologically plausible associations were seen only for the change analysis. Results for prevalent or lagged-change analyses were less consistent across cohorts, smaller in magnitude, and biologically implausible. For example, for each serving of a sugar-sweetened beverage, the observed weight gain was 0.01 lb (95\% CI: $-0.08$, 0.10) [0.005 kg (95\% CI: $-0.04$, 0.05)] based on prevalent analysis; 0.99 lb (95\% CI: 0.83, 1.16) [0.45 kg (95\% CI: 0.38, 0.53)] based on change analysis; and 0.05 lb (95\% CI: $-0.10$, 0.21) [0.02 kg (95\% CI: $-0.05$, 0.10)] based on lagged-change analysis. Findings were similar for other foods and PA.

Conclusions: Robust, consistent, and biologically plausible relations between lifestyle and long-term weight gain are seen when evaluating lifestyle changes and weight changes in discrete periods rather than in prevalent lifestyle or lagged changes. These findings inform the optimal methods for evaluating lifestyle and long-term weight gain and the potential for bias when other methods are used.
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Introduction

Maintaining a healthy body weight is crucial for reducing the risk of many chronic diseases. Whereas randomized intervention studies are useful for evaluating strategies for weight loss, such approaches are far less feasible for assessing causes of long-term weight gain in nonobese populations, which occurs very slowly ($\sim$1 lb/y or 0.45 kg/y) over decades (1). Prospective cohort studies can provide crucial evidence in this regard, yet the optimal methods for analyzing how lifestyle influences weight gain in large prospective datasets are not well established.

Potential approaches include a prevalent diet/physical activity (PA)\textsuperscript{8} approach, which is typically used in prospective analyses that study the effect of diet on weight change (2). Other analytic strategies could be envisioned, such as a lagged-change dietary/PA analysis in which the dietary and PA changes within a
certain period are associated with weight changes during a subsequent period. Last, a dietary/PA change approach could also be used in which changes in diet or PA and concurrent changes in weight are evaluated within the same timespan. This approach was used in previous work in which it was demonstrated that changes in specific dietary and other lifestyle habits were robustly related to long-term weight gain in 120,877 participants who were followed for more than 1,570,808 person-years in the Nurses’ Health Study (NHS), Nurses’ Health Study II (NHS II), and Health Professionals Follow-Up Study (HPFS) (3).

The validity and consistency of these methodological approaches remain unclear. Based on modeling analyses, discrete changes in diet and PA produce initial changes in weight that are then counterbalanced over the course 2–3 y by changes in adipose tissue and lean muscle mass, suggesting that lifestyle changes may influence changes in weight within discrete periods of time (4). Only a limited number of studies, however, have evaluated such a “lifestyle change” approach, and typically only for a few dietary factors (e.g., sugar-sweetened beverages, milk, and whole grains) (5–8). Most previous studies have only evaluated prevalent lifestyle habits and subsequent changes in weight, with inconsistent findings across studies (9–11).

Understanding which of these methods provides the most consistent and valid results is crucial for designing future investigations of the causes of long-term weight gain and for appropriately informing clinical guidelines and public policy. Therefore, we evaluated and compared 3 different methodological approaches in 3 separate prospective cohort studies of US women and men. We evaluated our findings according to their consistency among cohorts, the strength of their associations with weight gain is associated with nonobese individuals as well as to minimize reverse causation as a result of chronic disease, pregnancy, or loss of lean tissue and lean muscle mass, suggesting that lifestyle changes may influence changes in weight within discrete periods of time (4). Only a limited number of studies, however, have evaluated such a “lifestyle change” approach, and typically only for a few dietary factors (e.g., sugar-sweetened beverages, milk, and whole grains) (5–8). Most previous studies have only evaluated prevalent lifestyle habits and subsequent changes in weight, with inconsistent findings across studies (9–11).

Understanding which of these methods provides the most consistent and valid results is crucial for designing future investigations of the causes of long-term weight gain and for appropriately informing clinical guidelines and public policy. Therefore, we evaluated and compared 3 different methodological approaches in 3 separate prospective cohort studies of US women and men. We evaluated our findings according to their consistency among cohorts, the strength of their associations with weight gain (12). Based on physiologic modeling of how discrete lifestyle changes influence weight gain (4), we hypothesized that discrete changes in diet and PA would most consistently and validly relate to weight gain.

Methods

Study design and population. We evaluated 3 separate, well-established prospective cohort studies, including the NHS, which comprised 121,701 female registered nurses from 11 states enrolled in 1976; NHS II, which included 116,683 younger female registered nurses from 14 states enrolled in 1980; and the HPFS, which comprised 51,530 male health professionals from all 50 states enrolled in 1986 (3). In each cohort, participants were asked to complete biennial validated questionnaires concerning medical history, lifestyle, and health practices. For this analysis, the baseline year was the first year for which detailed information was available on diet, PA, and smoking: 1986 for NHS and HPFS and 1991 for NHS II.

As described previously (3), to understand how long-term weight gain is associated with nonobese individuals as well as to minimize reverse causation as a result of chronic disease, pregnancy, or loss of lean muscle mass with aging, we excluded participants who died before 1986 (NHS: n = 7491; HPFS: n = 1234) or 1991 (NHS II: n = 40) who were already obese (BMI = 30 kg/m²) at baseline (NHS: n = 7432; NHS II: n = 8682; HPFS: n = 2810), those with implausible energy intake (i.e., energy intake < 900 kcal/d or >3500 kcal/d, 9 or more blank responses on the diet questionnaire or missing baseline dietary, PA, or weight data (NHS: n = 51,991; NHS II: n = 21,602; HPFS: n = 15,145) and those aged greater than 65 y who became pregnant during follow-up or who had a prevalent chronic disease (cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, renal disease, pulmonary disease, rheumatologic disorders, ulcerative colitis) at baseline (NHS: n = 6338; NHS II: n = 38,328; HPFS: n = 10,869). We also censored participants during follow-up at the age of 65 y or after a diagnosis of cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, renal disease, pulmonary disease, rheumatologic disorders, or ulcerative colitis (with a 6-y lag, i.e., censored 6 y before diagnosis).

A total of 117,992 generally healthy, nonobese participants were included in this analysis, including 48,449 in the NHS, 48,071 in NHS II, and 21,472 in HPFS. Written informed consent was obtained from study participants, and the Harvard TH Chan School of Public Health and Brigham and Women’s Hospital Human Subjects Committee Review Board approved the study protocol.

Lifestyle and dietary assessment. In each cohort, usual dietary habits were assessed every 4 y using validated FFQs (13, 14). PA was evaluated in metabolic equivalent hours per week calculated as the intensity self-reported activity multiplied by the duration of activity (15). Based on biologically plausible effects on weight gain, dietary factors of interest included fruits, vegetables, nuts, whole-fat dairy (butter, cheese, whole-fat milk), low-fat dairy (reduced-fat milk, yogurt), potato chips, potatoes (French fries and boiled, baked, or mashed potatoes), whole grains, refined grains, sugar-sweetened beverages, 100% fruit juice, diet soda, sweets and desserts, processed meats, and unprocessed red meats (Supplemental Table 1) (3, 12). We also assessed an overall dietary score as previously described (3). Covariates of interest included BMI, sleep duration, smoking status, amount of time spent watching television, alcohol use, fried foods consumed at home and away from home, and trans fat intake.

Participants were asked to report their average intake in the previous year of commonly consumed foods out of 9 possible responses ranging from “never or less than once per month” to “6 or more servings per day.” These responses were converted to continuous values (servings per day) using the midpoint value of each categorical response.

Dietary score. Intake quintiles of different foods were assigned a score of 1 to 5 in ascending or descending order depending on their putative association with weight gain (3, 12). Whole grains, fruits, vegetables, yogurt, and nuts were assigned a score of 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest intake for the prevalent analysis or the greatest increase in intake for the change analysis. Conversely, trans fat, processed meat, nonprocessed red meat, potato chips, sweets and desserts, refined grains, potatoes, sugar-sweetened beverages, fried foods consumed at home and away from home, and butter and juice intake were assigned a score of 1 to 5, with 5 being the lowest intake for the prevalent analysis or the greatest decrease in intake for the change analysis. The sum of these scores made up the dietary score, with a higher score favoring diets associated with relative weight loss (see Supplemental Methods). For prevalent diet/PA analysis, this score was based on quintiles of absolute dietary intake; for change and lagged-change analyses, this score was based on quintiles of changes in dietary intake.

Physical activity assessment. Participants were asked to report the number of hours they spend engaged in the following activities: walking, jogging, running, bicycling, swimming, tennis, squash, racquetball, calisthenics, aerobics, yoga, stretching, toning, or other vigorous activity (e.g., mowing the lawn). The self-reported PA has been validated in a subset of NHS II participants (15).

Weight changes and height measurement. Weight and height were self-reported on the questionnaire: weight was requested every 2 y, and height was collected once for NHS, HPFS, and NHS II in 1976, 1986, and 1991, respectively. BMI was calculated as the product of weight (kilograms) and the inverse of height (meters) squared. A validation study confirmed that self-reported weights correlated closely with actual body weight (r = 0.96) (16).

Statistical analysis. We assessed the independent relations among diet, PA, and weight change within 4-y periods over 24 y of follow-up in NHS and HPFS and 16 y of follow-up for NHS II based on 3 different approaches. First, we assessed prevalent diet/PA by evaluating how lifestyle habits at the start of each 4-y period related to weight
change during that period. Second, we assessed lifestyle change by evaluating how changes in diet and PA during each 4-y period related to weight change during that period. Third, we assessed a lagged change in diet/PA by investigating the association of lifestyle changes over each 4-y period with weight change during the subsequent 4-y period. For all analyses, we assessed the simultaneous association between food and weight changes within 4-y periods over the follow-up period of 24 y in NHS, 16 y in NHS II, and 24 y in HPFS using generalized estimating equations with an unstructured correlation matrix to account for within-individual repeated measures across follow-ups. All analyses were adjusted for age, BMI at the beginning of each 4-y period, sleep duration, and prevalent levels of changes in (specific to the analysis) physical activity, alcohol use, amount of time spent watching television, smoking, and all foods simultaneously (see Supplemental Methods for model equations).

Changes in foods and beverages were evaluated as continuous variables in serving per day; values were censored at the 0.5 and 99.5th percentiles to minimize the influence of outliers. Missing values (range: 14–46%) were imputed using carried-forward values; sensitivity analyses that excluded participants with missing values demonstrated similar findings (3). PA (absolute or change) was evaluated in indicator categories in quintiles. Other lifestyle factors were evaluated as indicator categorical variables, with missing values included using a missing indicator category. Findings within each cohort were assessed separately and then pooled through the use of an inverse-variance–weighted, random-effects meta-analysis.

The results from the 3 methodological strategies were compared using 3 approaches. First, for each method (prevalent, change, lagged change), we qualitatively assessed the consistency of findings across the 3 cohorts for each dietary factor and PA, considering both the direction and magnitude of associations. Second, we determined whether the overall findings obtained by each method were significantly different from each other by calculating a Wald test based on the point estimate and standard error of each pooled result. Third, we qualitatively assessed the extent to which the findings from the 3 methods were consistent with plausible directions and magnitudes of effect based on the biological effects of the various dietary factors and PA, e.g., on other physiological or intervention studies (12). We have not reported a quantitative statistical test of overall model performance because the quasi-likelihood information criterion used as a measure of model fit for generalized estimating equations is most appropriately used for comparing the predictive value of nested models. The quasi-likelihood information criterion cannot distinguish which model most closely represents a true biological association; therefore, we chose to evaluate our models based on the more qualitative criteria of robustness, consistency, and biological plausibility. P values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Data were analyzed using SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute).

**Sensitivity analyses.** To explore how the duration of time may have affected how the relations among diet, PA, and weight change were assessed, we evaluated these relations using longer time periods (e.g., 8–12 y). We also assessed the association of prevalent diet/PA and lagged-change diet/PA with a 2-y weight change. For the diet/PA change analyses, we evaluated the separate and combined effects of previous and current change by creating 9 groups based on tertiles of the previous 4-y change in diet or PA and the current 4-y change in diet or PA. Last, we evaluated the association between our food variables and change in weight using standardized variables (i.e., z score).

**Results**

**Participant characteristics.** Baseline characteristics of the 117,992 participants in the 3 cohorts as well as the average changes in diet and lifestyle over the follow-up period are shown in Supplemental Table 2. In general, the reported dietary intakes in the cohorts were consistent with national estimates (3). Within each cohort, the average 4-y change in each dietary factor and in PA was close to zero, but the ranges of individual participants’ changes in diet and PA were relatively broad. Notably, absolute (prevalent) intakes of different dietary factors were highly intercorrelated, reflecting overall healthier or less healthy dietary patterns as previously reported (17). In contrast, in a previous analysis, we found that changes in intakes of dietary factors had very low intercorrelations (Pearson r < 0.05 for nearly all correlations) (3), indicating that changes in different dietary factors were generally independent.

**Diet and weight gain.** Based on the 3 different methodological approaches, the multivariable-adjusted associations between dietary habits and long-term weight gain were quite different (Figure 1, Supplemental Tables 3–8). As previously reported (3), 4-y changes in dietary factors were robustly associated with weight gain, with consistent findings across the 3 cohorts. In contrast, analyses that evaluated prevalent dietary habits or lagged change in diet demonstrated small and inconsistent associations. When the 3 approaches were formally compared, the findings from the prevalent and lagged-change analyses were significantly different from those using the change analysis for nearly all dietary factors (Table 1, Supplemental Figure 1). Including standardized variables in our models typically decreased the effect size on weight change in our analyses in accordance with 1 SD for most foods representing less than 1 serving per day. The interpretation of our results did not change. Using a z score limits comparability between foods within our models, between models, and relative to other populations because effect sizes depend upon the distributions of the variables.

Findings were similar for the overall dietary score (Figure 2). Dietary change was strongly related to weight change, with a weight gain of more than 3.92 lb (95% CI: 2.88, 4.97) [1.78 kg (95% CI: 1.31, 2.25)] when comparing the lowest to the highest quintile. In contrast, prevalent diet was not significantly associated with weight gain [−0.47 lb (95% CI: −1.12, 0.18); −0.21 kg (95% CI: −0.51, 0.08)]. Indeed, this nonsignificant trend of prevalent diet toward less weight gain in the first quintile (reflecting 1) higher absolute consumption of refined grains, potatoes, French fries, potato chips, butter, sugar-sweetened beverages, fruit juice, sweets and desserts, processed and red meat, trans fats and fried foods, and 2) lower consumption of fruits, vegetables, whole grains, nuts, and yogurt compared with the fifth quintile (reflecting the opposite dietary pattern) was also seen in each individual cohort. Analyses of lagged change in diet also showed an inverse, nonsignificant association with weight change: comparing the bottom to the top quintile, −0.26 lb (95% CI: −0.70, 0.18) [−0.12 kg (95% CI: −0.32, 0.08)], with little dose-response across quintiles.

**PA and weight gain.** When we evaluated PA using the 3 methodological approaches, PA change was inversely and strongly associated with a 4-y weight gain in all 3 cohorts (Figure 3; see Supplemental Table 9 for the median values of PA and PA change according to quintiles of PA and PA change, respectively). In pooled analyses, participants in the highest quintile of PA change gained 1.83 lb (95% CI: −2.28, −1.39) [−0.83 kg (95% CI: −1.03, −0.63)] less than participants in the lowest quintile of PA change. In contrast, prevalent PA levels were unassociated with weight change in 2 of the cohorts and only associated with less weight gain in the NHS II cohort. Findings were similar for lagged change in PA, with...
no association between weight change in 2 cohorts (NHS and HPFS) and an inverse association only in NHS II.

**Sensitivity analyses.** We conducted sensitivity analyses to explore how the duration of the time period influenced the findings. Overall findings were similar, with a progressive, modest attenuation of the effect sizes for most dietary factors when the time period of assessment was increased incrementally from 4 to 12 y (Supplemental Figure 2). Similarly, the associations of prevalent diet and lagged-change diet with weight change were similar when weight change was evaluated only over the next 2 y (Supplemental Figures 3 and 4). When we evaluated the separate and combined effects of dietary change in both the current and previous 4-y period, associations with weight change were driven by current, rather than previous, dietary change (Supplemental Figure 5).

**Discussion**

Our systematic methodological analyses in 3 separate, well-established, prospective cohorts demonstrate that the method for evaluating the relation between diet or PA and weight gain is tremendously important. Specifically, evaluating concurrent lifestyle and weight changes produced the most robust, consistent, and biologically plausible results in all 3 cohorts. In contrast, findings that used either prevalent diet/PA or lagged-change lifestyle were markedly attenuated, inconsistent across the cohorts, and at times incongruent with our biological understanding.
of dietary effects on weight gain (e.g., finding sweets, sugary beverages, or potato chips to be most strongly associated with weight loss and no association between sugar-sweetened beverages and weight gain) (12). The heterogeneous associations between foods and weight observed in our change analysis are supported by mechanistic and intervention studies showing that there are differences in how foods affect satiety (18), resting energy expenditure (19), the microbiome (20), liver fat content (21), and other metabolic processes, suggesting that not all calories have equivalent effects on our health and weight and that some calories may preferentially promote weight gain whereas others may promote weight loss. A recent review, for example, supports our findings that adding nuts to the diet does not result in weight gain (22). These results indicate the strong likelihood of misclassification and even reverse causation or bias when evaluating prevalent or lagged-change diet/PA factors. Our findings provide evidence that the specific methods used to assess relations of diet and PA with weight change in prospective cohort studies are crucial for providing valid and unbiased results. These findings have important implications not only for research but also for policy development and obesity prevention.

Two important factors may result in changes in diet and PA and thus better capture the true relation with body weight than prevalent behaviors: 1) the physiology of weight loss and 2) reverse causation. First, because of physiological adaptations of the body during weight loss, including decreases in resting energy expenditure, changes in body composition, and the energetic costs of PA, initial changes to either energy intake (i.e., diet) or energy expenditure (i.e., PA) result in maximum weight loss within approximately 3-4 y, after which a new equilibrium
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FIGURE 3  Association between quintiles of physical activity (PA) using the prevalent PA, PA change, and lagged-change analyses and long-term weight change among 117,992 US women and men in 3 prospective cohorts. In a multivariable-adjusted analysis, the PA of participants from the Nurses’ Health Study (n = 48,449), the Nurses’ Health Study II (n = 48,071) and the Health Professionals Follow-Up Study (n = 21,472) was associated with a 4-y weight change over 16–24 y of follow-up. Data are β coefficients from multivariable linear regression representing weight change (lb/4 y ± 95% CI). Panel A shows the association between the quintiles of prevalent PA at the start of each 4-y period and weight change during the same 4-y period; panel B shows the relation between quintiles of 4-y PA change and weight change during the same 4-y period; and panel C shows the association between the quintiles of PA and weight change during the next 4-y period. See Supplemental Table 9 for median (minimum, maximum) values of PA and PA change by quintiles of PA and PA change, respectively. All findings were adjusted for age, baseline BMI at the start of each period, sleep duration, smoking status, amount of time spent watching television, alcohol use, change (B and C), or prevalent intake (A) of fruits, vegetables, nuts, whole-fat dairy foods, low-fat dairy foods, potato chips, potatoes, whole grains, refined grains, sugar-sweetened beverages, 100% fruit juice, diet soda, sweets or desserts, processed meats, unprocessed meats, fried foods consumed at home and away from home, and trans fat intake. To convert pounds to kilograms, multiply by 0.45. HPFS, Health Professionals Follow-Up Study; NHS, Nurses’ Health Study; NHS II, Nurses’ Health Study II; ref, reference.

In summary, these findings provide evidence that changes in diet and PA are most valid and biologically relevant for elucidating the effects on concurrent long-term changes in weight. Prevalent diet/PA or previous changes in lifestyle seem to be far less appropriate for studying the effects on weight gain. Although we adjusted for multiple lifestyle factors simultaneously, residual confounding cannot be excluded; however, a strength of the dietary change approach was the minimal intercorrelations of dietary changes, which greatly minimize the potential for confounding.
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cautiously. Most prospective studies have evaluated diet and weight gain using prevalent, or baseline, dietary intake, and often these findings are inconsistent among studies. Methodological differences among studies may be responsible for these divergent findings, or, based on our findings, using prevalent food intake as the exposure may be inherently more prone to misclassification and erroneous results. Publication bias may also play a role by overemphasizing significant findings that could have resulted from chance. A systematic review published in 2012 evaluated the associations between dietary factors and long-term weight gain in prospective observational studies and reported that there was inconclusive or only suggestive evidence for an association with weight among most categories of foods (2). Only 5 other studies that have studied the effect of change in food intake with change in weight using the same cohorts (NHS, NHS II, and HPFS) (5–8) have found results consistent with ours. In addition to methodological issues, there are also important policy and public health implications to our findings. Our findings indicate that changes to improve PA and diet have the greatest impact on future weight gain regardless of current diet or PA level.

The large sample size, use of 3 separate cohorts, and consistency of the findings of the change analysis among the 3 cohorts and with our understanding of the biology of weight change make it unlikely the findings resulted simply from chance or error. Both our exposures and outcome were validated. Although the FFQ has been validated for prevalent food intake, it has yet to be validated for change in food intake; therefore, we could not quantify the amount of error present in our dietary and PA change variables. However, measurement error would likely result in attenuation toward the null for our effect sizes. Our 3 cohorts included mainly white, educated, nonobese participants; therefore, the findings may not be generalizable, particularly in regard to aggressive efforts at short-term weight loss in obese adults. However, primary prevention of obesity may be more practical and effective than weight loss after obesity has occurred, and our findings have key implications for preventing weight gain. Although we adjusted for multiple lifestyle factors simultaneously, residual confounding cannot be excluded; however, a strength of the dietary change approach was the minimal intercorrelations of dietary changes, which greatly minimize the potential for confounding.
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